
A Stitch in Time 

A Belleville Shirt

Februari 2018, Erik presents his lumberjack shirt. A relic from the past, bought in 2001 at a thrift
store, while he was doing an internship at the Banff Center of  Art & Creativity in Canada.  
For Erik, the shirt had a sort of 'gay into the wild' notion, and he had kept the shirt for nostalgic
reasons. 
Mentioning Banff certainly added value to the shirt for me.  I had initially related the shirt more to
some red neck culture I had seen in New Haven while studying there, and I was not really charmed
too much with it. 
Now understanding the romantic setting that comes with Banff, its beautiful nature and enlightened
people, I got curious to find out more about the background of the shirt. 
I looked at hundreds of tartans to find the one that would match the pattern used on the shirt, but to
no avail. Then a classmate pointed out that the plaid wasn't woven into the cotton, but printed on top
of it. It felt a bit as a disillusion, but it was probably the reason why I couldn't find the plaid
documented anywhere in woven samples.  
My next step was to research the labels in the shirt and find out what information I could get from
them.

Amsterdam 
Banff 

Belleville 
My interest turned into research 

KyraPhilippi 

Amsterdam  -  Banff

Banff, Center of Arts & Creativity, set in the Rocky
Mountains



The Labels

The other interesting aspect of the labels was
the text reassuring that the shirt contained only
new materials. Hardly a recommendation today,
back in the 1970s it meant that the shirt had
good quality and a long life ahead, which it had
indeed.. 
The labels not only gave information as for
where the shirt was made, they also brought me
a bit closer as to the time that it might have been
made, by looking into the Teepee logo. 

 Looking into de information given on the labels in the shirt, my
research became a journey back in time and place. The
lumberjack shirt was made by the Belleville Shirt Company in
Belleville, Ontario, a good 3600 km or 36 hour drive from Banff
where Erik had bought it.  Did the shirt travel that distance from
Belleville to Banff on someone's body or was it part of bulk thrift
material? 
 The concept of casual wear being produced in a western
country, that is, in the context where it was actually worn, is so
unlike nowadays, and therefor an interesting fact to me; the
manufacturing formed part of the economic backbone of society. 

The teepee logo in the label pays tribute to the Native
Indian heritage whereas the casually drawn maple leaf,
in 1965 added to the Canadian flag, is representing the

shirt's 'homegrown' origins and the Canadian
culture. The logo was first filed in 1969 and it was

expunged in 2001. 
Since the Bell Shirt Company ceased to exist in 1978,
the shirt must have been made somewhere between

1969 and 1978. 

Banff  -  Belleville



Belleville

Belleville is situated on the north shore of Lake Ontario, Canada. It was founded by businessman
John Walden Mayers in the late 18th century on the remains of a Native Indian settlement. After a
few name changes it was officially named Belleville in 1816.  
There is a huge river, the Moira River, cutting through the town and emerging into the lake.  
Using the waterways and having dense forest all around, in the 19th century the lumber trade was
booming and the town was growing and developing rapidly. With the enlightened initiatives of
some early, leading families parks were built, schools and a library were founded and a bridge over
the bay made transportation easier. There were breweries, grist and paper mills along the Moira
River and three clothing factories.  

There were three main clothing manufacturing
companies in the city of Belleville: Deacon
Brothers, Lanning Headwear and the Bell Shirt
Company, all at some point located in Coleman st.,
the street directly parallel west to the Moira River. 

X 257 Coleman St.: Deacon Brothers & Lanning Headwear 
X 201-205 Coleman St.: Bell Shirt Company 
From Hastings and Prince Edwards Counties 1878, Ontario. Published by H. Beldon and Co. in 1878 

Now that it was clear to me where the shirt came from I was curious about this town 'Belleville'
and about the history of the Bell Shirt Company, what was it's status in the town, was textiles
an industry there?

Town History

The Grand Trunk Railway opened in 1856, and
Belleville became an important hub between
Montreal in the east and Toronto in the west.  
In 1866 small goldmines were discovered north
of Belleville and miners were using Belleville to
stock up on supplies.

In 1873 the building
of the Town Hall was
finished and in 1877
Belleville obtained
the status of city.  

Town Hall



Bell Shirt Company

The Bell Shirt Company, the company that made Erik's shirt, was the first one I researched and it
is traceable from 1928 onward. The company was started in 1928 by Sam Hibbard and William
Finkle. It was first located on Front Street until it moved to 201 Coleman Street. The picture below
with all the employees is taken in 1941.
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Joe Burke's father,
Harry Burke,
previously owned a
high end men's
tailoring shop.  When
it folded he started
this restaurant were 
'Tailormade Delux
Hamburgers' were
on the menu.



1942 Belleville Fire Insurance map, Belleville archive 

Zoomed in section 4, Coleman St. is directly left of and
parallel with the Moira River

The Beacon Brothes
Building on nr. 257

The Bell Shirt Company on
nr. 205

Situation 1942

Trying to get an idea of the town in different stages in time, I looked for city maps.  On the
previous map of 1878, the downtown area of Belleville was pretty much built up.  The building
on 205 Coleman st. that later on housed the Bell Shirt Company, was there already, followed
by 257 with first the Beacon Brothers and later on the Lanning Headwear. 

These maps from 1942, give the company
names at their location. Both the Deacon
Brothers and the Bell Shirt Company were
doing well.  At this time the Deacon Brothers
were manufacturing their wired flying suits
and were moving to a bigger place
downtown, while Lanning was moving into
their building a few years after these maps
were produced. 
I walked Coleman streets in street-view.  It's
quite a desolate part of town now.  Many
buildings are closed up, only a few free
standing homes are in good shape. How
different, bustling with activity it must have
been in the days of these maps.   



Looking at occurrences that affected the the Bell Shirt Company i found that on March 11, 1936,
exactly 81 years ago from today, and 50 years after their last flood, Belleville suffered again an
enormous flood; it rained for 21 hours, the Moira River overflowed and bigger part of the town was
covered under 7 feet of water and ice. 

Bookmarks

Part of the Bell Shirt Company’s
building was blasted away.  
The spirit of the Belle Shirt Company
was upbeat and elastic those days; the
building was fixed and people went
back to work. 
Two years later a fire damaged part of
the building and again there was a
quick rebuild business went on as
usually.

People, inside the building, are still looking out of the window while part of the building is swept away.  



Deacon Brothers History

Deacon Brothers, founded in 1897, they became a well-known company for almost a century.



Suits manufactured by the Deacon Brothers in 1943. The suits had sewn
in electrical wiring to keep RCAF pilots in their open cockpit warm during

WWII.

Deacon Brothers manufacturing the first electrically wired
flying suits 

The design of the flying overalls was later on used by the Beacon Brothers for their children's
skying suits.

In the 1930s the Deacon
company bought licences from
an English inventor named
Taylor for two new materials
called Viyella and Grenfell
Cloth.  When, at the start of
WWII, Taylor was asked by the
British Government to design
overalls that would keep the
Allied pilots warm during their
flights, he pushed the Deacon
brothers forward as the
manufacturers of the electrically
wired suits invention. In
exchange he asked the Deacon
Brothers to allow him to send his
family to Canada, out of war's
way. 



Lanning Headwear

Lanning Headwear’s story initiates with Bobby Lanning who,
emigrating from England, sets up a small hat repair shop in Toronto.
As business is getting bigger and his grown-up children are joining the
company, they relocate the company to Belleville in 1949 to the
building built by the Deacon Brothers on 257 Coleman Street,
manufacturing felt and straw hats by hand. Lanning Headwear is still
there, not doing too great and owned by the third generation; David
Lanning. The Lanning company bought the Bell Shirt Company in
1978. 
The picture below, from almost 100 years ago and still in Toronto, of the Lanning staff, is really
interesting; why is the picture not taken in front of the Lanning store? The status of the hats was clearly
marked; only the two company owners in the middle were wearing them, not the two workers on the
sides.  The lady left to the owners is the lady that could afford standing very close to the the man next
to her, with a casual look, smiling broadly and having her (fur?)coat open. Was she 'the wife of'? The
rest of the women have a more contained attitude.  Body language is showing with the boys on the
outsides; both not wearing a coat, the left one keeps his hands on his back, the right one has them in
his pockets.



From the 1970s onward, textile industries all over the western world were having a really hard
time to compete with textile production in lower wage countries. Maybe the quality of the goods
produced in those countries was less, but the cost prize was really low.  In my opinion this had a
deep and massive effect, socially, economically and culturally. It changed the economic status of
places involved.  But even more importantly, it reduced the consumer's long-term thinking
regarding goods.  With that the preciousness of goods, the intrinsic value, diminished. A shirt
became just a shirt, whereas formerly, made close-by, the liability of quality, the pride in the
making and the actual high prize gave it something extra. 
 The Canadian Government recognized early on the shift and posed a 24$ surtax on all imported
shirts that had a cost prize lower than 12$ a dozen, as to protect the local market.  But damage
was done and the measure merely slowed down the change, but didn't bring back this
appreciation of the intrinsic value of goods. 

Doing this research about the lumber jack shirt of Erik, I realize what motivates and fascinates me
so much. The intrinsic value of textiles in the old days is here again but moved to a totally different
segment; the second-hand stores. Finding unique pieces that relate to romantic ideas, nostalgia,
or that good old feel or quality, make that we cherish the vintage pieces we buy and wear them for
years. 

This is exactly what happened with Erik and his plaid shirt, and does apply to most of us. 

Bell Shirt company building in 2015- photo Paullantz, a thrift store is located in
the basement of the building.

Epilogue



1897
Willian B Deacon Custom

made dress shirts Frontstreet 1903 Deacon Shirt Company 257
Coleman St

1914Deacon manufacturing
Military shirts Canadian

army

1914 Another Deacon brother joins
company

1915
G.T. Lanning opening headwear

shop in Toronto 1920 Deacon Brothers Ltd.

1923
Father Fred Deacon joins

company: sports wear 1923

Deacon Brothers obtaining
licenses for Grenfell Cloth & Viyella:
golf jackets, ski wear

1932
Finkle & Hibbard bought Bell Shirt

Company located at 257 Coleman St.
manufacturing of lumber jacks and

camper coats

Bell Shirt Company sold to Kuntze
family. (the Finkles & Kuntzes are
connected by marriage

1932

1938Deacon Brothers moving to Front St.

1941

Deacon Brothers moving to Dundas St.
East obtaining a massive order designing &
manufacturing electrically heated flying
overalls  for Allied Forces1945

1949

Deacon Brothers: designing
protective outdoor clothing,

children’s snowsuits with quick
release zippers

1958

son Bob Lanning moves company to 257
Coleman St., Belleville Ontario

Fred Deacon dies, son takes over

1960
Deacon Brothers: onwards manufacturing
natural fibers

1961Deacon Brothers Sportswear Ltd.
Viyella shirts, down fillings

1978 Bell Shirt Company sold to  Lanning 
leaving name, keeping logo

1991

1980

Lanning Headware is sold to Montreal
Company

Deacon Brothers business goes
bad

1990

End of Deacon Ltd
Erik Wong buys vintage Bell Shirt
Company lumber jack in Banff

2001
2002

2018

Lanning is bought back by grandson
David Lanning

Assignment on the Bell Shirt Company
lumber jack at Gerrit Rietveld Academie

Timeline
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